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Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Geography and Growth (Surveys of Recent Research in Economics)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Geography and Growth provides a timely, accessible review of our understanding of the complex links between innovation, entrepreneurship, geography and growth. Expert contributions provide a thorough roadmap of the developments in research at the interface of these themes.

	
		A timely and...
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Spss for Beginners1stBooks Library, 1999
This book is the only user-oriented book on SPSS:

• It uses a series of pictures and simple instructions to teach each procedure. Users can conduct procedures by following the graphically illustrated examples. The book is designed for the novice - even those who are inexperienced with SPSS, statistics, or computers. Though its...
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Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This book equips the student with essential intellectual tools that are needed from the very beginning of university studies in computing. These consist of abilities and skills - to pass from a concrete problem to an abstract representation, reason with the abstract structure coherently and usefully, and return with booty to the specific situation....
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Essentials of Modern Business Statistics (with CD-ROM)South-Western College, 2006

	The purpose of Essentials of Modern Business Statistics with Microsoft® Excel is to give
	students, primarily in the fields of business administration and economics, an introduction
	to the field of statistics and its many applications. The text is applications oriented and written
	with the needs of the nonmathematician in mind; the...
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Relationship Economics: Transform Your Most Valuable Business Contacts Into Personal and Professional SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	"If a man is judged by the company he keeps, David Nour's Relationship Economics provides a systematic approach to building value in that judgment. The concepts reach well beyond networking to building lasting and productive relationships."

	—Dennis Sadlowski, President and CEO, Siemens Energy and Automation,...
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Media Diversity: Economics, Ownership, and the FCC (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Media Diversity: Economics, Ownership, and the FCC provides a detailed analysis of the regulation of diversity and its impact on the structure and practices within the broadcast television industry. As deregulation is quickly changing the media landscape, this volume puts the changing structure of the industry into perspective through the use of an...
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Introduction To The Calculus Of VariationsImperial College Press, 2004
"This book provides non-mathematics students with an easy way to grasp the basic idea of the calculus of variations, and its possible applications in their field of study. For mathematics students, the book leads them to the very directions which should be followed."  Professor Ji-Huan He  Donghua University, Shanghai, China  "This...
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Knowledge Governance: Processes and PerspectivesOxford University Press, 2009
While there are many books on knowledge management, knowledge governance is a concept that has not been so well explored, and is much less understood. Knowledge governance refers to choosing structures and mechanisms that can influence the processes of sharing and creating knowledge. 
  
The book argues that knowledge governance is a...
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The Right Decision: A Mathematician Reveals How the Secrets of Decision TheoryMcGill-Queen, 2009

	CAN YOU EVER BE SURE YOU'RE MAKING THE RIGHT DECISION?


	Should you stay in a comfy job with little chance of advancement-or take a riskier one in which you could make lots of money but also wind up on the street?


	Should you listen to a doctor who advises surgery-or trust another who tells you to wait and see if...
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Software Engineering: A Methodical ApproachApress, 2014

	This text provides a comprehensive, but concise introduction to software engineering. It adopts a methodical approach to solving software engineering problems proven over several years of teaching, with outstanding results.

	

	The book covers concepts, principles, design, construction, implementation, and management issues of...
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ValueWeb: How Fintech Firms are Using Bitcoin Blockchain and Mobile Technologies to Create the Internet  of ValueMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2016

	The next generation internet, the Internet of Things, cannot work without an Internet of Value. The Internet of Value â€• or ValueWeb, for short â€• allows machines to trade with machines and people with people, anywhere on this planet in real-time and for free. The problem is that our old system cannot work that way, as it...
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Engaging Privacy and Information Technology in a Digital AgeNational Academy Press, 2007
Privacy is a growing concern in the United States and around the world. The spread of the Internet and the seemingly unbounded options for collecting, saving, sharing, and comparing information trigger consumer worries; online practices of businesses and government agencies present new ways to compromise privacy; and e-commerce and technologies...
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